Piggy Wiglet escapes his pen to catch the sun. The storyline is delightful and lighthearted. Colorful pictures and rhythmic text communicate Piggy’s sense of adventure, curiosity, and determination.

**Evaluation**

Piggy Wiglet is fast to become one of my favorite rhyming reads. The flow of text and simplistic pictures are refreshing. The story line is quick moving. There is adventure, drama, humor, a sense of security and contentment portrayed in this very short, rhyming children’s book.

THIS IS A MUST BUY FOR ALL ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS!

*Laura Sweinhart, Lower Pottsgrove Elementary Librarian*

**Horn Book Guide**

Illustrated by Karen Stormer Brooks. After squirming out of his pen, Piggy Wiglet runs off to catch the sun. He follows it into the village, through the zoo, and finally home again. There he discovers it setting right outside his pen. “He knew he was / the only one / who ever – almost – caught / the sun!” The cheerful rhyme about determination is accompanied by watercolor and pencil illustrations.

**ME State Library**

This was a fun book! Rhyming, simple text and cartoonish and colorful illustrations make this a prime read aloud selection for toddlers through kindergarten story times. Rated excellent. Highly recommended.

*Children’s Book Committee, Bank Street College of Education, THE BEST CHILDREN’S BOOKS FOR THE YEAR, 2008 EDITION*

In his exuberance, Piglet runs all through the town and returns to see the sun set over his home pen. Joyful watercolor and pencil illustrations.